
AN EXTENSION OF BANACH'S MAPPING THEOREM
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The following mapping theorem of Banach [l] is well known. It is

the basis of most proofs of the Schroder-Bernstein equivalence theo-

rem.

If X and Y are sets andf: X—> Y and g : Y—>X are injective mappings,

then there exists partitions2 X = Xi+X2 and Y=Yi+Yi such that

f(Xi)=Yiandg(Y2)=X2.
The conclusion of this theorem can be rephrased in the following

way.

Let AÇXXYbe the relation between X and Y defined by

A = A, U A,-'

where

A/ = {(*, /(*)) : xE X},        the graph off,

and

A»-1 = {(g(y))> y)-yE Y\,     the graph of g~\

Then there exists a bijection h: X—* Y with graph A&ÇA. With this, we

are now prepared to state the main result of this paper which extends

the above theorem of Banach. For sets U and V, U\V is the set con-

sisting of those elements of U which are not in V.

1. Theorem. Let X and Y be sets with given partitions ¿~^i£i Xi

and Y= zZieJ y i where I and J are arbitrary index sets. For each iEI,

let integers a¡ and a[ be specified with O^a.ga/. For each jEJ, let

integers b¡ and bj be specified with OrSèyraô/. Suppose f: X°—>Y0 is a

bijection where X°Ç.X and F°ç Y with

(1) ö<= \Ít\X»\        (iED,
(2) | Fy\F»|  eb¡        (jEJ),

and suppose g : ° Y—*°X is a bijection where ° FÇ F and "XQX with

(3) \X,\°X\   Sa¡        (iED,

(4) iy=  | Fy\°F| (jEJ).

Let A=Af\JAg-iwhere Ay and A0-i are the graphs of f and g_1 respec-
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s X = Xl+X¡ is a partition of X if X=A'iUls and Xlf~\Xi = 0.
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tively. Then there exist X'QX and Y'Q Y with

(5) a<= |X<\X'|   á a¡        (i ED,

(6) íyá | r,\r\ sy     (jEJ),

and a bijection h : X'—* Y' with graph A0ÇA.

Remarks, (a) X = 2Z,-e/ Xi is a partition means X = U¿sr Xi and

X/XXi. = 0 for all iV«' in 7.
(b) It is possible that the cardinalities |Xt-\X°| and | F,\°F| be

infinite.

(c) If 7= {1} and /= {1} so that the partitions of X and Y are

trivial and if ai = a{ = £>i = b{ = 0, then the above theorem reduces to

Banach's mapping theorem. For under these circumstancesg~x: X—»F

and/-1 : F—»X are injective mappings and X' = X, Y' = F.

2. Proof of the theorem. If we restrict the injective mapping/ to a

subset of Xo, then condition (1) will still be satisfied. Hence we may

assume at the start that

bjú | Fy\F»|  £»/       (JEJ).

Let t£7. If ai^\Xi\X°\ go/, then define X} = 0. If on the other

hand |XAX°| >o/, then from (3) we conclude that | (X.-\X°)\0X|

¡go/, so that there exists X]Q(Xi\X0)r\°X such that

a,á | Xi\(X° \J X\) I   ú ai.

Define X1 and Pl by X1=P1-U<€rXj and define Ul = 0, so that

a, = | X,\((X°\Ul) UP')|  = a/       (i E I).

Note that PlQ0X\X°. If P^/Zf, then X'-X6, F'= F°, Ä=/ satisfy
the conclusion of the theorem. Hence we can assume P1?¿0. We

proceed inductively. Let « 2; 1 and suppose the following six families

of sets have been defined, each family consisting of mutually disjoint

sets:

(7) {XkQX:lûkun}    withX1 Q °X\X°andX*ç:X0 (K k = «),

(8) {P*Ç °X\X°: 1 g Ä S»},

(9) {î/*çz X°\°X: 1 = * = »},

(10) {F*C °F: 1 = k < «},

(11) ÎÇ*Ç°F\F°:1 = i <«},

(12) {F*ç: F°\°F:1 = ¿ <«},

with
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U Ú I Xt\((x°\ Û lA U  Û P» JI á o/        (¿ G 7)
\\      1=1     /      i=i    /1

6y   = F"A(( f°\"u F*) W  U Ç*) I â b¡       (j G /)•
\\      jfc-i    /      1-1    /1

(If n = 1, then Uj:* F* = UJll Q* = 0.) We then define

(13) F» = g-KP^W) ^ -P").

(14) $»<F»nFy)\F°       (j'Gi),

(15) g«= U ç;çoF\Fo.

Since for each jEJ, \ Fy\F°| g 6/ < «>, Q," is a finite set. If for jEJ,

bjé

we define F," = 0. Otherwise

Fy\/ÍF0\Ü fAw  Ü qA

S*/,

<è.,

But then

í((FA°F)\ U vAn Y°\\

= èy -   FyM f F°\ U fA W Ù 0*) !

for otherwise

| Fy\°F|   á   ((Fy\°F)\ U F*)n F0
V *=i    /

+ I FA((F°\ U   F*) W  Û  Q*) I  < ôy,
\\        1-1     /      1-1     /1

which   would   be   a   contradiction.   Hence   we   may   choose    FJ*

ç((Fy\«y)\Uî:i F4)HF» with

Kl - *< - I Fy\((iauVAw û e»)|.
W       i-i     /      *-i     /1

Define F" = UyeJ F?ÇF°\°Fso that
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hS. Fy\(T I/0\ Ü Vk) KJ Û Qk) I  á bj (j E J) ■

For « = 1 each of the families (7), (8), (9) are families of mutually

disjoint sets. It then follows from definitions (13), (14) and (15) that

if (7), (8) are families of mutually disjoint sets so are { Yk: 1 = & = «}

and {Qk: 1_&5¡«}. Also it follows from the definition of Vn that

if {F*:1=£<w} is a family of mutually disjoint sets, so is

{V-A^k^n).
We now show how to define Xn+1, Pn+1, and Un+1. Let

(16)

(17)

(18)

Xn+1 =/"!(( F»\Q») KJ V"),
Tn+1

Ui   = (x»+i r\ Xi)\°x,

Tjn+l m    u  uf .

Since for each ¿£7, | Xí\°X| go/ < », í/í"+1 is a finite set. If for i£J,

a,- á   Xt\((x°\ U  E7*J U Ü pA I  ^ ai,

then we define P"+1 = 0. Otherwise

°° > x*\f Í-XA U £/*) u U pA > a,'.

But then

(x<\x°)\ û p* ) r\ °x

Xt\((x<\ U  E/A U Û P*) a<

since otherwise

\Xi\°X\

= {| Xi\(x° u°x) I - ( (Xf\x°)\ û p»)n °x| 1
i I \ ¿=i   /      i '

+

>a{,

which is a contradiction. Hence we can choose P?+1 Ç ((X<\X°)\UJ-1 P*)

n°X with
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| p?1 | = I xa/(x«\ U ip) u û Pk) i - «/.
\\    *=i   /   *-i   /1

Define P»+1 -U4« P?+1ç°X\X° so that

i // »+1       \ n+l      SI

at g   XA,((x°\ U PU U P»)   g 0/        (i £7).
\\       *=i     /      t=i     /1

It follows from the definitions (16), (17) and (18) that if { Yk: lg£g»}

and \Qk: lgfcg«} are families of mutually disjoint sets then since

XiçoyAX0, {Xk: 1 g£g«+l} is a family of mutually disjoint sets.

Also since U1 = 0, { Uk: 1 g£g«+l} is a family of mutually disjoint

sets by (17) and the above. Likewise from the definitions, it follows

that \Pk: lgegre + l} is a family of mutually disjoint sets. Now

define

(00      \        00

X°\ U £7»)W U P*
t_i     /      *=i

and

(00     \       »

F°\ UP   UU QK
«¡«i    /     *_i

Since for each t£7, \Xt\(X<>\JPí)\ <oo andPfCZAXXoUP1), fe^2,
all but a finite number of the Pf (* fixed) are empty. Likewise since

UtQXi\°X and |XA.°X| <00, all but a finite number of the Uf (i
fixed) are empty. Hence

a,- g  I X,\X I   g 0/        (« £ 7).

In a similar way we derive that

hû I faf'I go/     o"e/).
Let x£X'. If x£(Xn\L7n)WPn for some »el, define »(*)

=r'WGi"Çi". If xE(Xn\U»)KJP" for any w = l, define h(x)
=f(x) E Y'. Suppose for Xi5^x2 in X', h(xi) =h(x2). Since both/ and g

are injective, we may assume that xiE(Xm\Um)\JPm for some mal

and that x2£(Xn\£/n)UP" for any «¿1. Thus /s(*i) = g_1(*i) =/(*&)

= h(x2). But then g-1(»i)£^m and r'(«i)=/fe)í^* Hence
x2£/-'(F'"\<3m)ÇXm+1. If x2£°X, then x2£t/»1+1 and hence x2£X',

a contradiction. If x2£°X- then x2(£ E7m+1 and hence x2£ (Xm+1\Um+1)

\JPm+1, a contradiction. Thus h is injective.

Suppose yEY'. If y£Fm for some w_T then g(y)£(Xm\c7m)

UP^CTZ' and h(g(y))=g-1(g(y))=y. Otherwise y£(F°\U^_1 Ym)\

Ut"_ ! Ft. Hence/-1 (y) <£ (X»\ U«) UP" for any « = 1 and thus /-1 (y) £ X'
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with h(f~1(y)) =f(f~1(y)) =y. Thus h: X'-*Y' is a bijection satisfying
the conclusion of the theorem.

3. Consequences. The main result of this paper not only contains

the original theorem of Banach but also an extension of Banach's

theorem given by Knaster and Tarski [4] (cf. [6, pp. 146-147]) and

an essentially equivalent theorem of Perfect and Pym [5]. We state

it as a corollary, and show how it is a special case.

Corollary 1. Let X and Y be sets. Let XiQX and FiÇ F with f:
Xi—>Y and g: Yf*X injective mappings. Let A=A/-iWA„. Then there

exist sets X', Y' with XiQX'ClX, YiQY'ÇZ Y and a bijection h: Y'^X'
with graph A* ÇA.

Proof. Let the set X\Xi be partitioned into its one element sub-

sets, say X\Xi= ¿Ziel Xi where 7 is an index set with 1ÇJE7, so that

X= 2Zieiu(i¡ Xi is a partition of X. Likewise, let the set F\Fi be

partitioned into its one element subsets, say Y\ Yi = zZi^J Y i where

J is an index set with \(£J, so that F= ¿J/sjuu) Y,- is a partition of

F. With î'G7 associate the integers &,• =0, bi = 1, and with 1 associate

the integers ¿>i = 0, b{ =0. With jEJ associate the integers ßy = 0,

a'j —\, and with 1 associate the integers at =0, a{ =0. Then/-1:/(-Xi)

—*X\ is a bijection with

! X\Xi\   = bi = 0,        | X\Xi\   = b¡ - 1 (i G 7),

0 = ai g I Yi\f(Xi) | ,       0 = ay g | Fy\/(Xi) | (j E J).

Likewise g~l : g( Yî)—* Fi is a bijection with

0 = bi = | Xi\g(Yi) | ,       0 = bi â | X,\g(Yi) |        (i E I),

| Fi\Fi|   á ai = 0,        I Fy\Fi|   g a/ = 1 (jEJ).

Hence by the theorem there exists X'Ç.X,  F'Ç Y and a bijection

h: Y'-^X' with A^ÇAy-i WA„ with, in particular,

0 = bi =  | Xi\Z'|   = bi = 0,       0 - ai S | Fi\F'|   g ai = 0.

Hence XiQX' and FiÇ Y'. Thus the corollary is a special case of the

theorem.

We now give an application of the main result to transversal theory.

Let 21(7) = (^4,-: *G7) be a family of subsets of a set E. Here 7 is an

index set, and it is possible that Ai = A{' for i?±i' in 7. A family

(e¡: í'G7) is a system of distinct representatives of the given family 3Í(7)

provided eiG^4< (¿G7) and the elements e{ (iEI) are distinct. The

set {ei-.iEl} is a transversal of 21(7). If |£| < w and | 7| < <» and

E= zZvt-i Ej is a partition of E with associated integers 0^b,^bj,

then A. J. Hoffman and H. W. Kuhn [3] gave necessary and suffi-
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cient conditions that the family 21(7) have a transversal {e¿:¿£7}

with 6/g|£/!{<?<:*£/}| g&/(lg/gp).
A consequence of their conditions, as was noted in [2], is that if

there is a transversal [el : iEl} with èyg | EjC\{ei : iEl) \, 1 g/g£,

and a transversal {e'/:iEl} with \EjC\ \e": iEl} \ go/, lg/gp,

then there is a transversal with the above properties. In fact the

Hoffman-Kuhn theorem is a special case of the so-called symmetric

supply-demand theorem [2], which can indeed be used to derive our

main result in case the sets X and F are finite. It is in fact the sym-

metric supply-demand theorem which led the author to the main

result of this paper. The following corollary extends the aspect of the

Hoffman-Kuhn theorem mentioned above. It is an immediate conse-

quence of the main result.

Corollary 2. Let 21(7) = (Ai-. iEl) be a family of subsets of a set E

and let E = a)<cj Ej be a partition of E. Let integers 0 g b¡ g b¡ be given

for each jEJ- Suppose there is a subfamily (Aí: i El 0) of 21(7) which

has a transversal {e¡ : í£70} with

\E,\{eí:iEIo)\   úb¡        (JEJ),

and suppose 21 has a transversal {«,-': ¿£7} with

6yg  \Ef\{ei":iEl}\ (jEJ),

then 21 has a transversal {e<: iEl} with

0,-g \ EA{ei: i E 1} \   g bf        (/£/)•

Of course, the complete main result may be translated into the

language of transversal theory.
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